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Gyani Zail Singh (5 May 1916 – 25 December 1994) was the 

seventh President of India, serving from 1982 to 1987. Prior to 

his presidency, he was a politician with the Indian National 

Congress party, and had held several ministerial posts in the 

Union Cabinet, including that of Home Minister. 

 

 

 

“Marathwada College of Education is like a fountain of knowledge – and the 

students are there to drink.” 

- Gyani Zail Singh 

 

 

 

Ramaswamy Venkataraman (4 December 1910 – 27 January 

2009) was an Indian lawyer, Indian independence activist and 

politician who served as a Union minister and as the eighth 

President of India. 

 

 

 

“Education is not preparation for life, education is life itself”. I am very happy to 

see the working of your college. 

- R. Venkataraman 
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Shankar Dayal Sharma (19 August 1918 – 26 December 

1999) was the ninth President of India, serving from 1992 to 

1997. Prior to his presidency, Sharma had been the eighth 

Vice President of India, serving under R. Venkataraman. He 

was also Chief Minister (1952–1956) of Bhopal, and 

Cabinet Minister (1956–1967), holding the portfolios of 

Education, Law, Public Works, Industry and Commerce, 

National Resources and Separate Revenue.  

 

“Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm”. 

I am overwhelmed to see the achievements of Dr Rafiq Zakaria.  

- Shankar Dayal Sharma 

 

 

 Indira Priyadarshini Gandhi (19 November 1917 – 31 

October 1984) was a key 20th century stateswoman, a central 

figure of the Indian National Congress party, and to date the only 

female Prime Minister of India. As the Prime Minister of India, 

Gandhi was known for her political sharpness and unprecedented 

centralization of power. 

 

 

“The campus seems to be a fine example of what can be done in engrafting on the 

old, the requirements of the present.” 

-Indira Gandhi 
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Abul Hasan Ali Hasani Nadwi (24 November 1914 - 31 

December 1999) also spelt Abul Hasan Ali Hasani Nadvi 

(affectionately 'Ali Miyan') was an Indian Islamic scholar, and 

author of over fifty books in various languages. He was one of 

the most important theorists of the revivalist movement. 

 

 

 

"Education begins when your father sends you to college, and is completed when 

you send your son there”. 

Providing Education makes God happy, and Dr Zakaria is making God happy 

every minute.  

-Abul Hasan Ali Hasani Nadwi 

 

Taher Saifuddin (4 August 1888 – 12 November 1965) was 

the 51st Da'i al-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohras, a sect within 

Shia Islam. He was the son of the 49th Da'i al-Mutlaq 

Mohammed Burhanuddin, whose family lineage can be traced 

back to Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed.  

 

 

 

“Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in 

college”. That quality is provided by your college. 

-Taher Saifuddin 
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Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin (6 March 1915 – 17 

January 2014) was the 52nd Dā'ī al-Mutlaq of Dawoodi 

Bohras, a subgroup within the Mustaali, Ismaili Shia branch of 

Islam. He was appointed as the 52nd Dā'ī al-Mutlaq at the age 

of 52 in 1967. He was the longest living Dā'ī al-Mutlaq of the 

Dawoodi Bohra community.  

 

 

 

"Many a time man spends the happiest years of his life as a freshman at college”. 

Your institutions are doing noble work.  

- Syedna Burhanuddin 

 

Marotrao Shambshio Kannamwar was an Indian politician 

who served as Chief Minister of Maharashtra from 20 

November 1962 to 24 November 1963. He represented Saoli 

Vidhan Sabha constituency in Bombay State in 1957 and of 

the Maharashtra State from 1960–1962. He was re-elected 

from Saoli in 1962 elections to the Maharashtra Vidhan Sabha. 

He died while in office on 24 November 1963. 

 

 

“Education without values, as useful as it is, seems rather to make man a more 

clever devil.” I am happy to see that Secular values are imparted in this 

instituition. 

-Marotrao Kannamwar 
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Yashwantrao Balwantrao Chavan (12 March 1913 – 25 

November 1984) was the first Chief Minister of Maharashtra 

after the division of Bombay State and the fifth Deputy Prime 

Minister of India. He was a strong Congress leader, co-

operative leader, social activist and writer. He was popularly 

known as Leader of Common People. He advocated social 

democracy in his speeches and articles and was instrumental 

in establishing co-operatives in Maharashtra for the 

betterment of the farmers. 

 

“Your talent is a god's gift to you. But finding it out and polish it, is the work of 

college”. Congratulations on each of your achievement my dear Rafiq Zakaria. 

-Yashwantrao Chavan 

 

 

Shankarrao Bhavrao Chavan (14 July 1920 – 26 February 

2004) was an Indian politician who served twice as Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra from 1975 until 1977 and from 13 

March 1986 until 24 June 1988. He was Finance Minister of 

India from 1987 to 1990, and served as Home Minister of India 

in the Narasimha Rao cabinet. 

 

 

 

“A dream collage is picture of your goals. It's like your future photo album. Dr. 

Zakaria is the most visionary man. My warm wishes for all his future planning’s.” 

-Shankarrao Chavan 
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Abdul Rehman Antulay (9 February 1929 – 2 December 

2014) was an Indian politician. A R Antulay served as Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra. Antulay was a union minister for 

Minority Affairs and a Member of Parliament in the 14th Lok 

Sabha of India.  

 

 

"To live for a time close to great minds is the best kind of education". 

I was very well sure that Dr Zakaria will do such a work that generations will 

remember him.  

 

-Abdul Rehman Antulay 

 

Sharad Govindrao Pawar (born 12 December 1940) is an 

Indian politician who serves as the president of the 

Nationalist Congress Party which he founded in 1999, after 

separating from the Indian National Congress. He previously 

served as the Chief Minister of Maharashtra on three separate 

occasions and held the posts of Minister of Defence and 

Minister of Agriculture in the Government of India.  

 

 

“Arriving at one goal is the starting point to another”. 

My best wishes for Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and his team 

-Sharad Pawar 
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Vasantrao Phulsing Naik (1 July 1913 – 18 August 1979) 

was an Indian politician who served as Chief Minister of 

Maharashtra from 1963 till 1975. He remains as the longest-

serving Chief Minister of Maharashtra. Also, he had a credit 

to return to power after completion of full five years which 

could not be possible for any other chief minister in 

Maharashtra. 

 

 

“If  you educate a man you only educate a man, if you educate women you educate 

a generation. And this college has educated generation to generation.” 

-Vasantrao Naik 

 

 

Vilasrao Dagadojirao Deshmukh (26 May 1945 – 14 

August 2012) was an Indian politician who served as 

Minister of Science and Technology and Minister of Earth 

Sciences. Vilasrao Deshmukh was a Member of Parliament 

in Rajya Sabha, India. He has previously held the posts of 

Minister of Rural Development and Minister of Panchayati 

Raj, Government of India and Minister of Heavy Industries 

and Public Enterprises, Government of India. He was a 

member of Rajya Sabha representing Maharashtra.  

 

“Study without desire spoils the memory, and it retains nothing that it takes in”. 

It‟s an honor Dr. Rafiq Zakaria sahab gave me to inaugurate this building.  

-Vilasrao Deshmukh  
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Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah (Born, 5 December 1905 – 

Died, 8 September 1982) was an Indian statesman who 

played a central role in the politics of Jammu and Kashmir, 

the northernmost Indian state. The self-styled "Sher-e-

Kashmir" (Lion of Kashmir), Abdullah was the founding 

leader of the National Conference and thrice served as the 

head of government in Kashmir.  

 

 

“A good head and good heart are always a formidable combination. But when you 

add to that a literate tongue or pen then you have something very special. And this 

college has bulks of specialty.” 

-Sheikh Abdullah 

 

Gopinathrao Pandurang Munde (December 12, 1949 – 

June 3, 2014) was an Indian politician from Maharashtra. 

He was a member of Maharashtra's Legislative Assembly 

(MLA) for five terms during 1980–1985 and 1990–2009. 

He was also the leader of opposition in the Assembly 

during 1992–1995. He had held the post of Deputy Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra in 1995–1999. Munde was elected 

to Lok Sabha in 2009 and 2014, and served as the deputy 

leader of the BJP in the Lok Sabha.  

 

"Learn and Learn again until Lambs become Lions".Zakaria sahib contribution to 

Aurangabad is laudable. 

-Gopinath Munde 
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Air Chief Marshal Idris Hasan Latif (June 9, 

1923) is a former chief of air staff of the Indian 

Air Force, having served as such from 1978 to 

1981. After retirement, he has also served as the 

governor of the Indian state of Maharashtra 

(1982–85) and later as the Indian ambassador to 

France (till 1988). He was the first and only 

Indian Muslim to become the head of the Indian 

Air Force, or of any Indian armed force. 

 

“Educate a boy, and you educate an individual. Educate a girl, and you educate a 

community.” My best wishes to Zakaria sir and his team. 

-Idris Hasan Latif 

 

 Sri Akbar Ali Khan is a section of an old Jagirdar 

family. Sri Akbar All Khan was a member of the U.N.O. 

delegation under the leadership of Sri Krishna, Menon. He 

went to China on a goodwill mission under Sri 

Anantasayanam Iyangar. Later he visited Moscow, Finland 

and several countries in Asia and Africa. For 18 years he 

was a member of the Rajya Sabha and for 12 years he was 

the Hon. Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.  

 

“Good teachers are costly, but bad teachers cost more. 

I am happy to see that you are making good teachers in this college” 

-Akbar Ali Khan 
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Padinjarethalakal Cherian Alexander (20 March 1921 

– 10 August 2011) was an Indian Administrative Service 

officer of 1948 batch who served as the Governor of 

Tamil Nadu from 1988 to 1990 and as the Governor of 

Maharashtra from 1993 to 2002. He was considered as a 

candidate for the post of the President of India in 2002. 

During his time in Maharashtra, he had additional charge 

of Goa from 1996 to 1998. He was also a member of the 

Rajya Sabha representing Maharashtra as an independent 

candidate from 29 July 2002 to 2 April 2008.  

“Formal education teaches how to stand, but to see the rainbow you must come 

out and walk many steps on your own.”  

-Padinjarethalakal Cherian Alexander 

 

 

Sadashiv Kanoji Patil (1898-1981) was a former Congress 

leader from Maharashtra. A veteran freedom-fighter, he was 

a qualified journalist, scholar and orator. He was thrice 

elected Mayor of Bombay and was known as "the 

uncrowned king of Bombay". He was the Member of 

Parliament from Bombay when it was part of the unified 

Bombay State. Bombay state was partitioned into the 

present day states of Gujarat and Maharashtra in 1960, and 

the city of Bombay (now called Mumbai) became the 

capital of Maharashtra. 

“You learn something every day if you pay attention.  

My warm wishes to Dr Zakaria and for all his institutions.” 
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-Sadashiv Kanoji Patil 

 

Madhu Dandavate (21 January 1924 – 12 November 

2005) was an Indian politician. During 1970-71. He 

was member of Maharashtra Legislative Council. 

From 1971 to 1990 he was an M.P., elected to the 

Lok Sabha for 5 times consecutively from Rajapur in 

Konkan, Maharashtra. He was one of the prominent 

opposition leaders when Indira Gandhi and Rajiv 

Gandhi were the Prime Ministers. He was also the 

Finance minister in the cabinet of V. P. Singh. He actively campaigned for the 

Konkan Railway and is considered one of its founders. He was also the Deputy 

Chairman of the Planning Commission in 1990 and again from 1996 to 1998.  

 

“To educate the peasantry, three things are needed: schools, schools and schools. 

and you are producing machinery for schools. Keep it up”  

-Madhu Dandavate 

 

Sálim Moizuddin Abdul Ali (12 November 1896 – 20 

June 1987) was an Indian ornithologist and naturalist. 

Sometimes referred to as the "birdman of India", Salim 

Ali was among the first Indians to conduct systematic 

bird surveys across India and several bird books that he 

wrote helped popularize ornithology in India. He was 

awarded the Padma Bhushan in 1958 and the Padma 

Vibhushan in 1976, India's third and second highest 

civilian honours respectively. 

“The purpose of learning is growth, and our minds, unlike our bodies, can 

continue growing as we continue to live.” 

-Sálim Moizuddin Abdul Ali 
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Parmeshwar Narayan Haksar (4 September 1913 – 

25 November 1998) was an Indian bureaucrat and 

diplomat, best known for his six-year stint as Prime 

Minister Indira Gandhi's principal secretary (1967–

73). In that role, Haksar was the chief strategist behind 

his inexperienced prime minister's rise to near-

absolute power in the mid-1970s. After this he was 

appointed deputy chairman of the Planning 

Commission and then the first-ever chancellor of New Delhi's Jawaharlal Nehru 

University.  

“A teacher who loves learning earns the right and the ability to help others learn”. 

MCE is giving its best.  

-Parmeshwar Narayan Haksar 

 

 

 

Barkat Ali Khan Mukarram Jah Asaf Jah VIII (born 6 

October 1933), less formally known as Mukarram Jah, 

became the titular Nizam of Hyderabad on the death of his 

grandfather in 1967. Jah was educated in India at the Doon 

School and then in England at Harrow, Peterhouse, 

Cambridge, the London School of Economics, and Sandhurst.  

 

 

 

 Marathwada College of Education is doing its best to cater Education to every 

class of society. 

-Mukarram Jah Asaf Jah VIII 
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Khushwant Singh (Khushal Singh, 2 February 1915 – 

20 March 2014) was an Indian novelist, lawyer, journalist 

and politician. He served as Member of Parliament in 

Rajya Sabha, the upper house of the Parliament of India. 

Khushwant Singh was decorated with the Padma 

Bhushan in 1974. But he returned the award in 1984 in 

protest against Operation Blue Star in which the Indian 

Army raided Amritsar. In 2007 he was awarded the 

Padma Vibhushan, the second-highest civilian award in 

India. 

 

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled”. 

Your College is doing excellent work in promotion of education. 

-Khushwant Singh 

 

Ali Sardar Jafri (29 November 1913 – 1 August 2000) 

was a prolific and versatile Urdu writer from India. He was 

also a poet, critic and film lyricist. He graduated in 1938 

from Zakir Husain College (Delhi College), Delhi 

University, but his subsequent postgraduate studies at 

Lucknow University ended prematurely following his 

arrest during 1940–41 for writing anti-War poems, and for 

taking part in political activities organised by the Indian 

National Congress as Secretary of the university's Students' 

Union.  

“There was always this one path that intersected every path that I have ever been 

on in my life, and that path was the path of knowledge."  

-Ali Sardar Jafri 
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Makhdoom Mohiuddin (4 February 1908 – 25 August 

1969) was an Urdu poet and Marxist political activist of 

India. He was a distinguished revolutionary Urdu poet. He 

founded the Progressive Writers Union in Hyderabad and 

was active with the Comrades Association and the 

Communist Party of India, and at the forefront of the 1946–

1947 Telangana Rebellion against the Nizam of the erstwhile 

Hyderabad state. 

 

"Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and knowledge without integrity 

is dangerous and dreadful."  

-Makhdoom Mohiuddin  

 

 

 

Jan Nisar Akhtar (18 February 1914 – 19 August 1976) was 

an important 20th century Indian poet of Urdu ghazals and 

nazms, and a part of the Progressive Writers' Movement, who 

was also a lyricist for Bollywood. His poetry works include 

Nazr-e-Butaan, Salaasil, Javidaan, Pichali Pehar, Ghar 

Angan and Khaak-e-dil. The latter ("The Ashes of Heart") was 

a poetry collection for which he was awarded the 1976 Sahitya 

Akademi Award in Urdu by Sahitya Akademi, India's National 

Academy of Letters. 

"If you are not learning how ignorant you are, you are not learning" great work 

keep it up. 

-Jan Nisar Akhtar 
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Majrooh Sultanpuri (1 October 1919 − 24 May 2000) 

was an Indian poet, known for his work as an Urdu poet, 

and as a lyricist and songwriter in the Hindi language 

Bollywood film industry. He was one of the dominating 

musical forces in Indian Cinema in the 1950s and early 

1960s and was an important figure in the Progressive 

Writers' Movement and is considered one of the finest 

avant-garde Urdu poets of 20th century literature. 

“No matter what you do in your life, knowledge will 

always be the  thing that will come in handy.”I Congratulate elevated personality 

Zakaria  sir and his team for such great work. 

-Majrooh Sultanpuri 

 

 

 

 

 

Sahir Ludhianvi is the pen name of Abdul Hayee (8 March 

1921 – 25 October 1980) who is popularly known as Sahir. 

Sahir was an Indian poet and film lyricist who wrote in the 

Hindi and Urdu languages. His work influenced Indian 

cinema, in particular Bollywood film. Sahir won a Filmfare 

Award for Best Lyricist for Taj Mahal (1963). He won a 

second Filmfare Award for Best Lyricist for his work on 

Kabhie Kabhie (1976) and he was awarded the Padma Shri in 

1971.  

 

“Education is a better safeguard of liberty than a standing army.”Laudable work 

of Zakaria sahib in the field of Education. 
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- Sahir Ludhianvi 

 

Sagar Sarhadi is an Indian short story and play writer, and 

a writer, director and producer for film. He began writing 

short stories and then continued as a playwright. He 

became popular with Yash Chopra's film Kabhi Kabhi, 

starring Amitabh Bachchan and Raakhee; Chandni starring 

Rishi Kapoor, Sridevi and Vinod Khanna; Silsila starring 

Shashi Kapoor, Amitabh Bachchan, Jaya Bhaduri and 

Rekha; and became a well known name as a scriptwriter. 

 

“Why should society feel responsible only for the education of children, and not 

for the education of all adults of every age? 

I am very much happy to see the contribution of Dr. Sahab in Educating all the age 

group students in one campus.” 

-Sagar Sarhadi 

 

Mohammed Zahur "Khayyam" Hashmi, better 

known as Khayyam, is an Indian music composer 

whose career spanned four decades (1953–1990). He 

has won three Filmfare Awards for Best Music in 1977 

for Kabhi Kabhie and 1982 for Umrao Jaan, and a 

lifetime achievement award in 2010 . He was awarded 

the 2007 Sangeet Natak Akademi Award in Creative 

Music, by the Sangeet Natak Akademi, India's National Academy of Music, Dance 

and Theatre. He has been awarded the third-highest civilian honour, Padma 

Bhushan by the Government of India for 2011. 

“The objective of education is to prepare the young to educate themselves 

throughout their lives”. I am glad to see that you have achieved your objective. 
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-Khayyam 

 

Hasan Kamal is a popular Indian lyricist and songwriter. 

He won the Filmfare Award for Best Lyricist in 1985 for 

the title song of the film "Aaj Ki Aawaz"(1984). 

Hasan Kamal was a popular Indian film lyricist in the 

1980s. He debuted in the 1982 film "Nikaah", directed by 

B. R. Chopra. It was also the comeback of prominent 

composer of the sixties, Ravi and the debut of Salma Agha 

as both an actress and singer. Ravi approached Hasan to 

write the lyrics. Hasan wrote 5 songs for him. "Dil Ke Armaan" and "Dil Ki Ke 

Yeh Arzoo Thi" were superhit tracks. The songs raised the industry by a storm and 

made Salma and Hasan overnight stars.  

“You don't understand anything until you learn it more than one way.”Great work 

in quality teaching and learning in this institution. 

-Hasan Kamal 

 

Jeelani Bano is an Indian writer of Urdu literature. She 

was honored by the Government of India, in 2001, with. 

the fourth highest Indian civilian award of Padma Shri 

Jeelani Bano, a former Chairperson of the non 

governmental organization for women's rights, Asmita, 

lives in Banjara Hills, Hyderabad. She is also associated 

with Youth for Action of which she is a former 

chairperson, Child and Women Human Rights, a forum 

of the International Human Rights Association of India 

as its principal advisor and maintains associations with 

radio and television. 

"Knowledge becomes power only when we put it into use."  I am happy to see the 

progress of Aurangabad people through these Instituitions. 
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-Jeelani Bano 

 

 

Ismat Chughtai  (August 1915 – 24 October 1991) 

was an eminent Indian writer in Urdu, known for her 

indomitable spirit and a fierce feminist ideology. 

Considered the grand dame of Urdu fiction, Chugtai 

was one of the Muslim writers who stayed in India 

after the subcontinent was partitioned. Along with 

Rashid Jahan, Wajeda Tabassum and Qurratulain 

Hyder, Ismat's work stands for the birth of a 

revolutionary feminist politics and aesthetics in 

twentieth century Urdu literature. She explored 

feminine sexuality, middle-class gentility, and other evolving conflicts in modern 

India.  

"We can breed out the disease called ignorance by improving education to its 

highest level."The institutions are doing a great job in imparting quality education 

. 

-Ismat Chughtai 

 

Wazir Agha was a Pakistani Urdu language writer, poet, 

critic and essayist. He has written many poetry and prose 

books. He was also editor and publisher of the literary 

magazine "Auraq" for many decades. He introduced 

many theories in Urdu literature. His most famous work 

is on Urdu humour. His books focus on modern Urdu 

poets, notably those who have written more poems 

instead of ghazals. Agha has received Sitara-e-Imtiaz for 

his best contributions to Urdu literature. He was also 

nominated for the Nobel Prize. 
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"Since our children are the future we must educate them for the future" 

-Wazir Agha 

Sikandar Ali Wajd (1914–1983) was a talented Urdu 

poet from Aurangabad, Maharashtra India. He had equal 

proficiency in composing gazals and poems. He was born 

on 22 January 1914, in Aurangabad. In 1935, he was 

selected for Hyderabad Civil Service. Later he was 

appointed as Munsif Magistrate in Judicial Service. At 

the time of his retirement, he was a session‟s judge. In the 

year 1972, he was elected to the Rajya Sabha (upper 

house of parliament) from Maharashtra State.  

 

“A simple life is better as long as everyone is educated.”The Merits of this college 

is reflected in the student results. 

-Sikandar Ali Wajd 

 

 

 

 

Joginder Paul is basically from Delhi. He is 

renowned Urdu Play writer. He gave his services as a 

principal at Saraswati Bhuwan College (SB College) 

Aurangabad. His famous books are “Parinday”, “Be-

Irada” and “Dharti ka Lal” 
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I have seen enthusiasm of facilitating knowledge in the eyes of Dr Zakaria. I am 

impressed by his workings and his contribution towards the society. 

-Joginder Paul 

Himayat Ali Shair is a renowned Urdu poet, writer, 

lyricist, actor and radio drama artist from Pakistan. He 

received the 2002 Pride of Performance Award for his 

literary services in Urdu literature from President of 

Pakistan Pervez Musharraf. Shair was born in 

Aurangabad, India on July 14, 1926. His mother died 

when he was three years old. At a very young age, he 

was exposed to the leading leftist writers of that time. 

 

"Ignorance is a disease, and the only effective vaccine is a High Quality 

Education."  I am very happy to see that quality education is provided in this 

instituition. 

-Himayat Ali Shair 

 

 

 

 

Waheeda Naseem was a short story writer, novelist, 

poet, travelogue writer and educator. She was born in 

Hyderabad (Deccan) on September 9, 1927, and was 

fortunate in the sense that her maternal grandfather and 

her mother were poets and writers and encouraged her to 

read and compose poetry. She was grateful for that and 

later wrote that she was among the few lucky girls of the 
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country who had a very conducive atmosphere at home that bolster her latent 

literary talents.  

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new. 

In this college of Education I have seen that students are treated like flowers. I am 

very much happy to see the environment of the campus.” 

-Waheeda Naseem 

 

Ahmad Hamish –(Nazimabad Karachi) was a brilliant poet, 

playwright modernist writers of Urdu literature since 1960 . 

Ahmed Hamish was born in the town of Hamesh Ballia in 

eastern Uttar Pradesh. Hamesh was probably the only person 

in Pakistan to have a command over Sanskrit as well as Hindi 

and Urdu. His first poem was published in Lahore‟s Nusrat 

magazine in 1962. His bitter past is reflected in his writings, 

both prose and poetry. His first collection of short stories 

titled Makhhi was published in 1962. Hamesh Nazmein, 

published in 2005, is a collection of his poems.  

“It is impossible to withhold education from the receptive mind as it is impossible 

to force it upon the unreasoning.”The college is having all the facilities for All 

round development . 

-Ahmad Hamish 

 

 

Prof Mughni Tabassum was a highly renowned Urdu 

scholar, critic, poet, author and editor who served for a 

long time as Head of Idara-e-Adabiyat-e-Urdu, Hyderabad 

and as head of department of Urdu in the Osmania 

University. He had written hundreds of books in Urdu and 

was a recipient of several prestigious awards such as 



 

Ghalib Award, Aalmi Frogh-e-Urdu Adab Award, etc. He was the editor of the 

monthly Urdu magazine 'Sabras' . and jointly edited the prestigious Urdu journal 

'Sher-o-Hikmat', along with poet Shahryar. He died in Hyderabad on 15th feb 

2012.  

 

“I've learned... that the best classroom in the world is at the feet of an elderly 

person.” I have seen that students are taught moral values in this college. 

-Prof Mughni Tabassum 

 

Rasheed Hasan Khan was an eminent Urdu researcher, 

critic and scholar of classical Urdu text. He wrote 

several important books including Classical Urdu 

Farhang. His research works on Bagh o Bahaar, Fasana 

e Ajaeb, Gulzaar e naseem, Shehrul Bayaan, 

Masnawiyaat e Shauq are well known. He was the first 

Urdu litterateur to be conferred with raja Ram Mohan 

Rai award.  

 

“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.   

Here in this college I have seen that minds as well as heart are educated.” 

-Rasheed Hasan Khan 

 

  

Girilal Jain (1924 – 19 July 1993), was an Indian 

journalist. He served as the editor of The Times of India 

from 1978 till 1988. He was sympathetic to Hindu 

nationalism and authored books on the subject, the best 

known of which, The Hindu Phenomenon, was 
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published posthumously. The Government of India awarded him the civilian 

honour of the Padma Bhushan in 1989. 

 

“The beautiful thing about learning is that no one can take it away from you.  

I am very much happy to see the working of Marathwada  College of Education.” 

Girilal Jain 

 

Eknath Dhondu Solkar (18 March 1948 in 

Bombay – 26 June 2005 in Mumbai) was an Indian 

all-round cricketer who played 27 Tests and seven 

One Day Internationals for his country. He was born 

in Bombay, and died of heart attack in the same city 

at the age of 57. Solkar was a capable batsman with 

a Test century to his name, and he could bowl fast 

as well as slow, which earned him the distinction "Poor man's Sobers". His catches 

helped India to victory against England at The Oval in 1971, the team's first Test 

win in England. 

“To teach a man how he may learn to grow independently, and for himself, is 

perhaps the greatest service that one man can do another.”I have never seen such 

a beautiful campus .I am sure that student will love to learn in such campus . 

-Eknath Solkar 

 

 

 

 

Laxman Deshpande was ex Head of Dramatics department 

of Dr. Babasahed Ambedkar Marathwada University.  His 
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one man show “Varhad Nighalaya Londonla” has entered the Guinness Book of 

World Records for completing 2971 performances across the globe. The same 

show got him another Guinness record for playing the most number of characters 

in a single play… 52 numbers including women and children! 

 

“The only person who is educated is the one who has learned how to learn ...and 

change.”-Laxman Deshpande 

 

 

 

 

 

Raza Ali Abidi (30 November 1936) is a Pakistani journalist and broadcaster who 

is best known for his radio documentaries on the Grand Trunk Road and the Indus 

River. His published works include several collections of cultural essays and short 

stories. He has worked with the BBC Urdu Service and retired in 1996. In 

November 2013, he was awarded an honorary doctorate degree by The Islamia 

University of Bahawalpur for his services in the field of broadcasting, journalism 

and arts.  

“A child's life is like a piece of paper on which every person leaves a mark.” 

-Raza Ali Abidi 

 

Chief Justice Mr. Chittatosh Mookerjee was 

appointed as Chief Justice of the Bombay High Court on 

2nd November 1987. His Lordship was born on 1st 

January 1929 in the renowned Mookerjee family of 

Judges. He was appointed as an Additional Judge of the 

Calcutta High Court on April 2, 1969 and became 
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permanent Judge from November 25, 1970. His Lordship's Judgments are 

remarkably brief and yet very lucid. On November 1, 1986, His Lordship was 

elevated as the Chief Justice of the Calcutta High Court and was transferred as 

Chief Justice of Bombay on 2nd November, 1987 and retired on 1st January, 1991. 

“Learning how to learn is life's most important skill.” 

 

Chief Justice Mr. Chittatosh Mookerjee 

A. B. Shah is best known and remembered as the founder-

president of the Indian Secular Society. The organization 

had its headquarters in Pune in Shah‟s lifetime but has 

now shifted to Mumbai. Until his death, A. B. Shah was 

the editor of The Secularist, a journal published by the 

Indian Secular Society (ISS). He also the edited the New 

Quest published by the Indian Association for Cultural 

Freedom. Shah took much interest in the problems of 

Indian Muslims. Shah's writings include What Ails our 

Muslims? and Religion and Society in India. Shah also 

edited Jayaprakash Narayan's Prison Diary, written by the prominent Indian leader 

in jail during the Emergency of 1975. 

“It’s a fantastic ambiance you people have created in this campus. I myself wanted 

to become student here.” 

- A. B. Shah 

 

Vidyadhar S. Gokhale (1924–1996) was a political 

activist, a Marathi playwright, and an editor of a Marathi 

newspaper, Loksatta from Maharashtra, India. He was 

originally from Amravati. He wrote novel Jhanjhawat. He 

had represented Mumbai North Central in 9th Lok Sabha 

in 1989-91 as Shiv Sena candidate. Throughout his life, he 

was affiliated with socio-political organizations like RSS, 
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Hindu Mahasabha which are proponents of Hindutva ideology, and was associated 

with their leaders like Savarkar, Pu Bha Bhave, Balasaheb Deoras. Gokhale's 

grandson, Omkar Dadarkar, was among the upcoming singers in the early 2010s. 

“Maulana Azad Campus is the best campus I have ever seen throughout the 

India.” 

-Vidyadhar S. Gokhale 

Shripad Raghunath Joshi (1920 – 2002) was a Marathi 

author from Maharashtra, India. Joshi was born in the 

Kolhapur district of Maharashtra. Under the leadership 

of Mahatma Gandhi, he participated in the Indian 

struggle for freedom from the British Raj. For his 

freedom activities, the British rulers had imprisoned him 

during 1942 - 1944 at Yerawada prison. Joshi wrote 

mostly in Marathi or Hindi 194 books on different 

topics, including one on various facets of Mahatma 

Gandhi's life, a seven-volume travelogue, and a book on 

Muslim culture. He translated some Urdu poetry into Marathi. Maharashtra state 

government honored Joshi with Santwan award in 1980. 

 

“Education is flourishing here in this campus. My good wishes for your future 

perspectives.” 

-Shripad Joshi 

 

Ratan Naval Tata (born 28 December 1937) 

is an Indian businessman, investor, 

philanthropist and chairman Emeritus of Tata 

Sons. He was the chairman of Tata Group, a 

Mumbai-based conglomerate from 1991–

2012. He stepped down as the chairman of 

Tata Group, on 28 December 2012 but 
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continues as the chairman of the Group's charitable trusts. He is currently the 

chairman Emeritus of Tata Sons. He is a member of the Prime Minister's Council 

on Trade and Industry and the National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council. 

He is on the jury panel of Pritzker Architecture Prize considered to be one of the 

world's premier architecture prizes.  

“Education is key to harnessing India's potential.” 

-Ratan Naval Tata 

Sunil Alagh is an Indian business executive. He is a former 

Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Britannia 

Industries, an Indian food products corporation. He was 

asked to quit by the Board of Britannia in June 2003, for 

alleged misuse of company funds for his personal use. Alagh 

is an alumnus of Indian Institute of Management Calcutta. 

He joined Britannia in December 1974 from Jagatjit 

Industries, where he was product manager (marketing 

services). He is credited with Britannia's rise to being India's 

largest biscuit company. After his exit from Britannia, Alagh 

founded a consulting firm, SKA Advisors, which advises 

clients on marketing strategies. He was appointed as the President of the All India 

Management Association (AIMA) in 2004. 

“Marahtwada College of Education is the best teachers training college in India.” 

-Sunil Alagh. 

 

Maya Alagh is an Indian television and film actress. 

Maya is married to Sunil Alagh. Some important movies 

in which Maya played important roles are Umrao Jaan 

(2006) Mere Jeevan Saathi (2006) Page 3 (2005) LOC 

Kargil (2003) Sssshhh... (2003) Andaaz (2003)  Talaash: 

The Hunt Begins... (2003) Mujhse Dosti Karoge! (2002) 

Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein (2001) Albela (2001) 

Kachche Dhaage (1999) Wajood (1998) Sanam (1997) 
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Aashique Mastane (1995) Ram Shastra (1995) Diya Aur Toofan (1995) Guddu 

(1995) Saajan Ki Baahon Mein (1995) Dance Party (1995)  

 

“I give my best wishes for the whole team of this college. All of you are doing 

excellent work. You are real nation builders.” 

-Maya Alagh 

Deepti Naval is an Indian actress mostly active in 

Hindi cinema, as well as a director, writer, painter, 

and photographer. Her major contribution has been 

in the area of art cinema, winning critical acclaim for 

her sensitive and „close to life‟ characters that 

emphasized the changing roles of women in India. 

Naval made her debut in 1978 with Shyam Benegal's 

film Junoon. Two years later, she played a lead role 

in the critically acclaimed Ek Baar Phir. Alongside 

Smita Patil and Shabana Azmi, she became one of 

the key actresses of 1980s Parallel Cinema, earning praise for her roles in films 

like Kamla (1984) or Ankahee (1985). Starting with Chashme Buddoor in 1981, 

she was often cast with Farooq Shaikh and they became one of India's most iconic 

on-screen couples of the early 1980s, with films such as Saath Saath, Kissi Se Na 

Kehna, Katha and Rang Birangi.  

“Marathwada College of Education is best college I have ever come across.” 

-Deepti Naval 

 

Florence Ezekiel Nadira (5 December 1932 – 9 

February 2006), commonly known as Nadira, was 

an actress in Indian cinema. She is best remembered 

for her performance in films in the 1950s and 1960s 

such as Shree 420 (1955), Pakeezah (1972) and 

Julie (1975), which won her Filmfare Best 
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Supporting Actress Award. Nadira was born to a Baghdadi Jewish family. She is 

survived by two brothers, one of whom lives in the USA and another in Israel. 

Nadira was introduced to the film industry by Sardar Begum, wife of film director 

Mehboob Khan, in the film Aan. 

“Beautiful atmosphere, fantastic ambience, fabulous infrastructure.”   

-Nadira 

 

Shivraj Vishwanath Patil (born 12 October 1935) is 

an Indian politician who has been Governor of the 

state of Punjab and Administrator of the Union 

Territory of Chandigarh since 2010. Previously, he 

was the Speaker of the 11th Lok Sabha from 1991 to 

1996 and served in Manmohan Singh's cabinet as 

Union Minister of Home Affairs from 2004 to 2008. 

He also served in the Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi 

cabinets as Minister of Defence during the 1980s. Patil 

resigned from the post of Home Minister on 30 

November 2008, following widespread criticism raised after terrorist attacks on 

Mumbai, and took moral responsibility for the security lapse that led to the attacks. 

“When we appreciate and express gratitude for the abundance in our life our lives 

become more abundant.” This campus is doing a great job in making good 

citizens. 

-Shivraj Patil Chakurkar 

 

 

Krishna Kumar has been, over the course of a remarkable 

and wide-ranging business career, the managing director of 

Tata Tea (now Tata Global Beverages) and Indian Hotels.  

Mr Krishna Kumar‟s place in this world has a definite Tata 

flavour to it, for the simple reason that he has spent the 
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larger part of half a century as part of the group, advancing its businesses, 

defending its causes, and living by the ideals that underpin a unique organisational 

ethos.  

 

“Kindness is the highest form of service to the humanity.” This campus has 

conducive environment for optimum learning. 

-Krishna Kumar 

Mufti Mohammad Sayeed (12 January 1936 – 7 

January 2016) was a politician from the Indian state of 

Jammu and Kashmir. He served twice as the Chief 

Minister of Jammu and Kashmir, from November 2002 

to November 2005 and again from March 2015 to 

January 2016. He was also Home Minister of India from 

December 1989 to November 1990. He founded the 

Jammu and Kashmir Peoples Democratic Party in July 

1999 to "persuade the Government of India to initiate an 

unconditional dialogue with Kashmiris for resolution of 

the Kashmir problem." He died on 7 January 2016 at AIIMS, Delhi due to multiple 

organ failure. 

“Persistence is the pillar of success.” Zakaria sahib and  Madam Fatma zakaria is 

doing a fabulous work for the young generations. 

-Mufti Mohammad Sayeed 

 

 

Sushilkumar Sambhajirao Shinde (born 4 September 

1941; Solapur, India) is an Indian politician from the 

state of Maharashtra. He was the Minister of Home 

Affairs in the Manmohan Singh government, and the 

Leader of the house in Lok Sabha until 26 May 2014. He 
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previously served as the Chief Minister of the state of Maharashtra during 18 

January 2003 to October 2004 

  



 

 

Sitaram Yechury (born 12 August 1952) is 

an Indian politician and a leader of 

the Communist Party of India (Marxist). He 

was elected as its General Secretary on 19 

April 2015. He is a member of 

the politburo of CPI (M) and the party's 

Parliamentary group leader.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medha Patkar (born 1 December 1954) is an Indian 

social activist and social reformer turned politician. 

She is the founder member of Narmada Bachao 

Andolan and was National Convener of National 

Alliance of People's Movements (NAPM), an 

alliance of progressive people's organisations. She 

was a representative to the World Commission on 

Dams, to research the environmental, social and 

economic impacts of the development of large dams 

globally. National Alliance of People's Movements, the organisation she leads, 

filed a public interest litigation in the Bombay High Court againstLavasa. 
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Shobha Rajadhyaksha also known as Shobhaa 

De (born 7 January 1948), is an Indian columnist and 

novelist. De is best known for her depiction of 

socialites and sex in her works of fiction, for which 

she has come to be known as the "Jackie Collins of 

India". 
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Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

  



 

Letter written by Father of Nation Mohandas karamchand Gandhi to  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Smt. Sarojini naidu, Former Prime 

Minister  Shri Pandit Jawaharlala Nehru and Lal bahadur Shastri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Frontier Gandhi  

Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Fatema Zakaria with Y B Chauhan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr Rafiq Zakaria, Indira Gandhi and Shankar Rao Chauhan at 

Chikalthana Airport, Aurangabad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Prime Minister of India Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi, Raja Karan Singh and others. 

Prime Minister of India Mrs. Indira Gandhi Dr. Rafiq 

Zakaria and former vice chancellor of Jamia Islamia 

University  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria, Vasant Rao Naik (Chief Minister, Maharashtra) and 

Prime Minister of India Mrs. Indira Gandhi on inauguration of Airport 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Saudi Shaikh 

and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad  

Morarji desai and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Subhash Chandra Bose 

  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Dr. B R Ambedkar 



 

President of Egypt Abdul Jamal Naser and his wife  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fatma Zakaria. Rafiq Zakaria and  

 

Mina Kumara, Mohd. Rafi, Begum Akhtar, Fatma Zakaria and  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria in Shab e Ghazal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Shankar Rao 

Chauhan felicitating Hussaini Artish 

(Painter) of Auranghabad. 

 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Sanjay Gandhi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with film actor Ashok Kumar  

and A D Singh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with I.I. Chaudrigar, Leelavati Munshi 

and Sir John Mountbatten  

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with Sharad Pawar and Madhu Dandwate  

 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and fatma Zakaria showing campus to  

Chief Minister of Maharashtra A R Antule &  

Shivaji Rao Nilangekar (Ex- Chief Minister) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria,Y B Chauhan and other eminent 

personalities in a program in College Campus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Fatma Zakaria with Prersident of 

India Gyani Zail Singh, Shankar Rao Chauhan (Chief 

Minister), Abdul Azeem (MLA) and others. 

 



 

Mr.s Indiara Gandhi and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria on stage.  

with A R Antule  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria in Lybia 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shankar Dayal Sharma the ninth President of India, Visited College. Dr 

Rafiq Zakaria and Fatma Zakaria Showing site map of College. 



 

Dr. Fariq Zakaia with former President of India  

R. Venkatraman  

giving him warm welcome.  

 

First Computer in Aurangabad was introduced by Dr. Rafiq Zakaria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Padmashree Fatma Zakaria with former President of India 

Shri Gyani Zail Singh and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

Fatma Zakaria welcoming Mrs. Indira Gandhi in Campus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria welcoming Mufti Mohammad Syeed (CM 

Jammu and Kashmir) 

Dr. Mazhar Mohiuddin, Mufti Mohammad Sayeed,  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria & Kazi Saleem (Member of Parliment) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

R. Venkatraman, Shankarrao Chauhan, MA Aziz, Dr. Rafiq 

Zakaria and others 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria felicitating Sushil Kumar Shinde  

(Chief Minister of Maharashtra) when he visited the campus. 

 

  



 

M A Aziz, Dr Mazhar Mohiuddin, Dr. Rafiq Zakaria & 

Gopinath Munde in open auditorium of the college. 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Gopinath Munde 

 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria, Prime Minister of India Rajeev Gandhi and Fatma Zakaria 

 

  



 

Rajeev Gandhi and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria 

 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Prime Minister of India Vishwanath Pratap Singh 

  



 

Fatma Zakaria and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with PC Padinjarethalakal 

Cherian Alexander Governor of Maharashtra 

Fatma Zakaria and Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with PC Padinjarethalakal 

Cherian Alexander Governor of Maharashtra 

 

 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakariawith Sushil Kumar Shinde Home Minister 

Government of India 

MB Golam Vahanyati, Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Vilasrao 

Deshmukh 

 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Vilasrao Deshmukh 

 

 

  

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria and Vilasrao Deshmukh 



 

M A Aziz, Vilasrao Deshmukh, Kamal Farooqui, Dr. Rafiq 

Zakaria Fatma Zakaria and others  

 

Vilasrao Deshmukh, Kamal Farooqui, Dr. Rafiq Zakaria, M A Aziz, Dr. M A Zaheer and 

others on occasion of inauguration of new building of Marathwada College of education. 

 

 

  



 

Medha Patkar and Dr. Maqdoom Farooqui  

(Principal Maulana Azad College) 

Dr. Maqdoom Farooqui (Principal Maulana Azad College) 

and Sitaram Yechuri 

 

 

  



 

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria with President of All India Congress Smt. Soniya Gandhi 

during her visit to Aurangabad  

 

  



 

Padmashree Fatma Rafiq Zakaria 

Fareed Zakaria and Padmashree Fatma Rafiq Zakaria 

 

 

  



 

Fareed Zakaria 

Fareed Rafiq Zakaria (born January 20, 1964) is an Indian-born 

American journalist and author. He is the host of CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS and 

writes a weekly column for The Washington Post.  

He has been a columnist for Newsweek, editor of Newsweek International, and 

an editor-at-large of Time.  

He is the author of five books, three of them international bestsellers, and the co-

editor of one 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Padmashree Fatma Zakaria and 

Fareed Zakaria 

 



 

Principal of Marathwada College of Education Dr. Suhail 

Ahmed Khan felicitating Fareed Zakaria 

 

 

 



 

Fareed Zakaria interviewing former President and current Prime 

Minister of Russia Dmirty Medvedev 

Fareed Zakaria interviewing Barack Hussein Obama II,  

an American politician serving as the 44th President of the 

United States 

  

  



 

Fareed Zakaria interviewing William Jefferson Clinton, 

generally known as Bill Clinton, an American politician who 

served as the 42nd President of the United States from 1993 to 

2001. 

 

 

 

  

Fareed Zakaria interviewing Hillary Diane Rodham Clinton an American politician. 

She is the wife of the 42nd President of the United States William "Bill" Jefferson 

Clinton, and was First Lady of the United States during his tenure from 1993 to 2001 



 

Singapore's Deputy Prime Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam 

speaking with Washington Post columnist and CNN host Fareed 

Zakaria 

 

  

Bollywood Superstar Shahrukh Khan and CNN host Fareed 

Zakaria 

 



 

Books Written By Fareed Zakaria :- 

The American Encounter (1998)   From Wealth To Power (1999) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Defense of A Liberal Education (2015)          The Post-American World (2012) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Future of Freedom (2007) 
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